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1 Private Network 
A private network is an enterprise-dedicated network that provides communication connections to 

people or things belonging to a specific enterprise and provides specific services necessary for the 

business of the enterprise. 
 

The enterprise operates its own network and uses it exclusively. Unlike public networks, only allowed 

people and devices can access this network, and data generated within the enterprise is processed locally 

only within the enterprise's dedicated network, ensuring high security and data privacy.  
 

The traditional private network was built with wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi, and PCs and smartphones were 

mainly connected. 
 

Recently, many businesses are just beginning their digital transformation. In addition to existing PCs or 

smartphones, various devices with different communication connection requirements such as robot, 

drone, senor, AR/VR device, and autonomous vehicle are connected to the private network. The edge 

cloud processes data generated by these devices and controls the behavior of them. 
 

These devices require high mobility, wired-class reliable communication connection, latency of several 

ms, privacy of data generated by the device and stored on the server, traffic isolation that prevents traffic 

from being mixed by application, and guarantee of different QoS to the private network. 

 

 

Figure 1-1 Industry Digital Transformation and requirements for the communication connection 

 

To cope with this digital transformation, there are limitations in traditional private networks to meet the 

new demands occurring in the enterprise field. Wired Ethernet is very cheap and provides stable 

communication quality and performance, but it cannot provide mobility because it is wired, and wiring 

construction cost is high and construction time is long. Wi-Fi is easy to deploy and operate, and its 

network cost is low (frequency free, cheap AP price), but its communication connection is unstable, its 

communication distance is short, its latency is longer than tens of ms, it is vulnerable to security, and its 
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mobility is limited. For home or general office environments, there is no major problem, but there is a 

limit to responding to the Industrial Digital Transformation. These make it desperate to introduce a new 

wireless network technology. 

2 Private 5G Network – Enterprise DX Enabler 
The private 5G network, which has recently been spotlighted by the digital transformation of 

enterprises and the emergence of the 4th industrial revolution, is an enterprise-dedicated network 

built using 5G technology in enterprise-owned buildings or sites.  
 

 

Figure 2-1 Private 5G Network 

 

Private 5G network is an enterprise-dedicated network that is built using 3GPP technology (i.e., mobile 

carrier technology, cellular technology) rather than using IEEE technology (LAN technology, wired 

Ethernet, wireless Wi-Fi) to establish a private network in a specific building or site. Because 5G is a 

cellular technology, it provides full mobility, highly reliable wireless and quality of wired grade, strong 

security by 5G SIM, and wide coverage for devices in the enterprise compared to wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi. 
 

Unlike 4G (MBB), which mainly targets B2C that speeds up smartphones, 5G radio provides not only ultra-

high speed (eMBB, hundreds of Mbps-Gbps per device) but also ultra-low latency for real-time service 

(uRLLC, several ms) and ultra-connectivity (mMTC, 106/Km2) to connect a huge number of small things 

like sensors. Besides, the 5G network provides network slicing that creates virtual independent networks 

logically separated through a single physical network. 
 

For these reasons, 5G is ideal for creating multiple dedicated networks, i.e. private networks, for each 

application with different communication characteristics (AR/VR, Autonomous Vehicle, IIoT, etc.) or each 

enterprise through a single network. 
 

Private 5G network can quickly and dynamically provide application services customized/optimized for 
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enterprise business using edge computing, which provides low-latency∙high-reliability communications 

and high-performance services by processing data near the device. 
 

Also, operation automation technology such as AI/ML-based self-healing, which has recently been 

applied to 5G networks, minimizes the intervention of private 5G network operators, e.g. fault recovery 

and scale-out/in of resources, significantly reducing the operational burden of IT staff in the enterprise. 
 

In addition, 5G networks are virtualized and cloudized, which provides network resources (network 

infrastructure, network functions/services, etc.) on-demand according to the demands of the enterprise 

as in web-scale IT services, thereby contributing to improving the business agility of the enterprise and 

reducing network investment and operation costs. 
 

As such, the Private 5G network is a digital enablement infrastructure that combines cutting-edge 

communication technologies (5G radio, network slicing) with cutting-edge technologies (edge computing, 

operation automation, and cloud-native architecture) in the IT field, and it is emerging as an excellent 

cornerstone to achieve enterprise digital transformation. 
 

Currently, mobile carriers and enterprises in each country are starting to test the private 5G network, and 

in the future, many industries and enterprises will build a private 5G network to open the era of digital 

transformation. 
 

Mobile carriers in each country are trying to provide private 5G services to enterprises by building a 

public 5G network for B2C services, slicing the public 5G network into multiple virtual end-to-end 

networks, and providing MECs for enterprises in the slices. In addition, there are many interests in how 

the enterprise directly builds and operates a private 5G network, or secures a private 5G network by 

being offered building and operation management services by a specialized company. 
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3 How to Build a Private 5G Network 

 
  

 1. MNO’s Private 5G Service 2. Enterprise DIY 3. PNO’s Private 5G Service 
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Figure 3-1 How to Build a Private 5G Network 
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3.1 MNO’s Private 5G Network Service based-on E2E Network Slicing 

MNOs in each country are already investing huge amounts of money in building public 5G networks for 

B2C 5G services. Recently, with the boom of enterprise digital transformation and the advent of 5G, 

enterprise private 5G services are emerging as an emerging market. The initial investment cost will be 

high for MNOs to build separate physical/dedicated private 5G networks for each enterprise. In order to 

build a private 5G network cost-effectively, MNO installs only minimal equipment such as RANs or RUs 

within the enterprise, and allocates a part of the public 5G network resources built into the MNO cloud to 

build virtual dedicated networks those are logically separated from the public 5G network. By configuring 

end-to-end network slices in this way, MNO provides private 5G services.  
 

In addition, MEC that provides enterprise application services in the edge cloud of MNO is provided for 

each slice. When an enterprise customer orders a slice from the MNO, the Orchestrator of the MNO 

automatically creates a slice for the customer on the E2E Public 5G network and manages the 

communication quality of the slice to ensure the SLA. 
 

From the MNO point of view, it is an attractive way because the MNO can monetize it's public 5G 

network by utilizing the existing Public 5G network and selling Private 5G networks (e.g., network slices) 

to enterprises at minimal investment cost by installing only some RAN equipment in the on-premise of 

the enterprises. 
 

When enterprises subscribe to MNO's private 5G service, they do not need to build a 5G network in-

house on their own, so Capex is greatly reduced. In addition, since the MNO takes over the operation of 

the private 5G network, continuous Opex occurs, but the network can be operated stably. 
 

However, even if the MNO has allocated a slice that isolates traffic from B2C or another enterprise from 

the inside of the enterprise to the edge/core cloud of the MNO, the fact that the data in the enterprise is 

routed outside the enterprise building still poses great concern to the enterprise. Also, it is 

uncomfortable for the enterprise that the internal information of the enterprise is exposed to the MNO 

because the operation information and subscription information of devices in the enterprise private 

network are stored and managed on MNO servers, not in the enterprie. 
 

In addition, MEC, which provides 5G application services to 5G devices in the enterprise, is located in the 

edge cloud of MNO. In this architecture, network latency (RTT) can be a big problem depending on the 

distance between the enterprise and the MNO's edge cloud where UPF and MEC are located. 

Since the MNO provides private 5G network construction, operation, and MEC services, it is difficult to 

reflect the requirements of the enterprise in a timely manner, and optimize the private 5G network and 

business applications quickly to meet the needs of the individual enterprise (Business Agility).  
 

As an alternative to this, the way to build and operate a private 5G network in-house is attracting great 

attention as an enterprise can build a wired Ethernet or Wi-Fi network independently regardless of the 

MNO. This approach is gaining strength as the 5G frequency that can be used for private wireless is being 

used in various countries such as the United States, Japan, Germany, and the United Kingdom. 

3.2 On-Premise Private 5G Network: Enterprise DIY 

The On-Premise Private 5G network is an independent 5G network built in the enterprise without 

leveraging MNO's Public 5G network. 5G RAN, Core and Edge Computing will be built as a full set within 

the enterprise. In the case of 5G radio, the shared/unlicensed frequency is used when an enterprise 

builds its own private 5G network, and the licensed frequency of MNO can also be used when the MNO 

builds the private 5G network. 
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Security is inherently strong because 5G device information and user data inside the enterprise are 

always processed and stored only in the local area. Communication between 5G devices in the enterprise, 

edge computing and the existing intranet is performed within the enterprise, minimizing delay. In 

addition, since the private 5G network does not interwork with the public 5G network of MNO, it can be 

built immediately even if the optical cable of MNO is not installed inside the enterprise, and it operates 

normally even if the public 5G network of MNO fails or the backhaul is cut. 
 

With network slicing technology, a key feature of 5G, it is possible to build and operate an independent 

network (i.e. slice) logically separated for each application and department within the enterprise. For 

each slice, different QoS is guaranteed and traffic between slices is isolated, providing strong security. 
 

Since the enterprise directly builds and operates its 5G network and edge computing, the enterprise can 

directly control and manage the traffic within the 5G network, and can create and manage a sufficient 

number of network slices according to the needs and demands of the enterprise itself, and has full 

control over network management. In other words, the enterprise's requirements can be reflected in a 

timely manner, thereby optimizing the private 5G network for the enterprise's business to improve 

business agility. 
 

This architecture has many advantages in terms of security and data privacy, latency, availability, full 

control, and business agility. However, the problem is the cost of building and operation of the private 5G 

network. 

3.3 Barriers to the Spread of Private 5G: Customer's Perspectives 

Although private 5G has attracted attention from many enterprises, there are several hurdles that are 

obstacles to the deployment of private 5G network for enterprises. 

 

Buy from MNO 

 

 Service Availability: Deployment of MNO’s private 5G services will inevitably start with urban 

areas and spread gradually to rural areas over many years. 

 Opex Concern from Usage-based Charging: Enterprises want to use private 5G network for free 

for onsite traffic like Wi-Fi. However, MNO’s private 5G service using the public 5G network and 

expensive licensed spectrum charges for the data usage generated by onsite devices. 

 Security and Information Control Sovereignty: Enterprises want to implement their own 

security and QoS policies as they want, but MNO's private 5G service has limitations in 

customizing each enterprise’s need. 

 

Build by themselves 

 

 High Initial Deployment Cost: 5G is a carrier technology for public mobile service, so it is very 

expensive compared to legacy LAN technologies such as Wi-Fi and Ethernet. 

 Difficult to Operate: When operating a private 5G network, a high level of technical knowledge 

and expertise in operation is essential. 

 Difficult System Integration: It is difficult for enterprises to integrate products (5G Core, 5G 

RAN, 5G CPE, MEC, OSS, etc.) from different vendors. 

 

HFR can overcome the barriers to the spread of private 5G and accelerate the adoption of private 5G by 

enterprises.  
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4 HFR's my5GTM Solution: Success Factors 
HFR's my5GTM solution is a private 5G infrastructure that will realize the digital transformation of enterprises. 

my5G solution is a purpose-built, end-to-end private 5G solution developed for on-premise private 5G service. 

 

Figure 4-1 HFR’s my5GTM solution 

Enables Rapid Deployment: Enterprises want to quickly introduce their private 5G networks, but the 

enterprises outside of MNO's coverage will have to wait a long time to deploy private 5G networks provided by 

MNO. HFR builds and service private 5G networks completely independently of MNO by using private 5G 

spectrum allocated by the governments and pre-integrated whole private 5G network provided by HFR. This 

empowers the industries to rapidly deploy their private 5G networks throughout the country. 

Eliminates CAPEX Concerns: The initial deployment cost of private 5G network is expensive, which is an 

obstacle for enterprises to build it by themselves. HFR offers a dedicated, secure and optimized 5G network, 

including 5G base stations, 5G core/SIM and MEC, on a monthly basis to achieve a launch that will require a 

minimal initial investment.  

Eliminates Operational Concerns: When operating a private 5G network, a high level of technical knowledge 

and expertise in operation is essential. HFR provides cloud management for enterprises. HFR's in-house 

experts remotely manage and operate the private 5G network. This model greatly reduces the operational 

burden on the enterprise’s IT administrator.  
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Micro Network Slicing for Security and Information Sovereignty: Security and QoS policies can be designed 

and controlled within the enterprise, allowing enterprises to customize the network the way they want. 

Empowers Vertical Applications: HFR provides enterprise-specific application services to assist in an 

enterprise’s digital transformation. These applications are managed by the my5G business platform and 

provide various billing policies, SLA assurance, usage, and quality monitoring for each application.  

Free Onsite Usage – 5G Used Like Wi-Fi: The 5G network is used onsite and provided using private 5G 

spectrum, enabling enterprises to use it for free and as commonly as they would Wi-Fi.  

Business Platform: Self-Care Portal and Admin Portal: offers customer management, service management, 

resource management, various billing features, and usage & quality monitoring. 

Smart Contract Management: FYDENATM is a business platform for XaaS using Blockchain technology 

developed by HFR. FYDENA smartly and fairly manages contracts including SLA from completion to settlement. 

5 HFR's my5GTM Solution: Key Features 
HFR provides 5G whole system including 5G CPE, vRAN, vCore, Service & Application Management 

platform. Free and secure on-premise 5G services are available for digital transformation and smart 

society. 

5.1 Total Solution: rapid deployment, stable operation and cost reduction 

HFR develops, integrates, and provides the entire private 5G system: Enterprises do not need to verify 

and integrate individual equipment from multiple vendors, so they can quickly deploy private 5G 

networks and operate the network stably. In addition, agile introduction of new applications/services is 

possible, and failures can be resolved quickly. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-1 HFR’s my5GTM Solution: Private 5G Total Solution 
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between slices is isolated, it provides strong security (zero trust). In addition to the network slicing 

capabilities defined in the 5G standards (3GPP Rel. 16), HFR's micro network slicing provides granular 

slices based-on, 
 

• user/device group: e.g., robots, drones, R&D engineers 

• application: e.g., PTT, ERP, Internet 

• location: e.g., inside building, outside building, factory site 1 

• time: e.g., weekday, weekend, office hour, off-hour, etc. 
 

Enterprise IT administrators can set these policies by accessing the business platform provided by HFR. 
This makes it easy to maintain control over which devices can connect to its network, and control which 
data stay local and what goes external or specific internal segments at the device and application level. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-2 HFR’s my5GTM Solution: Micro Network Slicing 
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Figure 5-3 HFR’s my5GTM Solution: Vertical Applications 

 

 
 

Figure 5-4 HFR’s my5GTM Solution: Business Platform 
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5.4 Business Platform: including BSS, OSS & TMS provides a series of services for 
private 5G service  

Business Platform is a key enabler of private 5G service, which offers customer management, service 

management, resource management, various billing features, and usage & quality monitoring. The 

platform consists of two portals: Self-Care and Admin Portals. 
 

Self-Care Portal enables enterprise customers to monitor their devices & services’ status, near real-time 

usage monitoring per device and product subscription, register and manage devices. 
  

Admin Portal provides service providers with holistic features for their private 5G service operation, 

including customers & services management, resource (numbers and devices) management and pricing 

plan management. 

6 Summary  
HFR's my5G solution is a private 5G infrastructure that will realize digital transformation of enterprises, 

which is a purpose-built, end-to-end private 5G solution developed for on-premise private 5G service. 

my5G is a digital enablement infrastructure that provides a cornerstone of an enterprise's digital 

transformation by integrating cutting-edge technologies in the communication field such as 5G radio 

(providing wireless connectivity of eMBB, uRLLC and mMTC), Open RAN, network slicing, and network 

automation with cutting-edge technologies in the IT field such as edge computing and cloud native 

architecture.  
 

Aiming for openness, virtualization, cloud native, automation, my5G enables to reduce the cost of 

building and operating a private 5G network, improve network operation efficiency, and rapidly introduce 

new services. 
 

my5G dynamically creates network slices by application and department on the on-premise 5G network 

of the enterprise and manages slice quality to ensure SLA of each slice. An enterprise can quickly create 

and use a sufficient number of network slices on-premise 5G networks according to needs and 

requirements of the enterprise (e.g., by application, by department). 
 

In private networks, security is a key requirement. Since my5G is built on-premise within the enterprise, 

the enterprise's data is not leaked to the outside. Also, only designated/authenticated/permitted devices 

can access the slice during the slice selection process, so device traffic or data in the server belonging to a 

specific slice is not leaked to other slices. In addition to security from external networks, the security 

between applications and departments within the enterprise is further strengthened. 
 

my5G enables enterprises to build and operate a private 5G network cost-effectively, and improves 

business agility by reflecting the requirements for the enterprise's dynamic business environment to the 

private 5G network in a timely manner. 

 

About HFR, Inc.  

HFR, Inc. (KOSDAQ 230240) is the leading ICT company in Korea, offering a full range of 4G and 5G RAN 
transport, broadband and Private 5G products. For the last 25 years, HFR has provided innovative solutions and 
services to the world's largest mobile operators. HFR has established strong partnerships with Korean mobile 
operators resulting in leading-edge technology, field-proven deployments, and expansion into the global 
market. For more information, visit www.hfrnet.com. 
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